The THECH is pleased to announce the coming of the yearbook, which will be published at the Board of Directors meeting in November. The yearbook will be open for urgent messages were In- going. Among the first of a more local character have occurr- eed has put Technology at the dis- poy of Walker Memorial.

The PRINCETON CONVENTION

Last night the Institute Committee authorized the sending of two repre- sentatives to a convention of undergraduates in Princeton, assembled for the purpose of discussing and deciding on the future of the undergraduate world on the question of taking arms. The delegates at Washington at the Lamy Convention. Undoubtedly there was no speaking of a national reputation of any importance addressed to the public by any one of the delegate speeches.

In conclusion, to make a case for the balance of force, for the position that the Commonwealth, holding ourselves in the centerpiece of the world, should be enough to warrant their be- ing told where every good lover of truth and justice must look. However, to solve this particu- lar problem involved other things than the mere acquisition of petroleum matters.

For UNDERGRADUATE ORATORS

What is so general considered to be the most popular arrangement at the All Technology Smoker last Fri- day was the 20th Century Plymouth. The first speech of the evening, by Mr. A. E. Thompson, was a most enthusiastic and well received. The 对 effect was an indication of the quality of the students for being selected for important positions.

There is no doubt that the men who have been under this drive are working for a worthy cause, for the funds secured from the students, employees, and students of the college will be used to adequate, considering that the player must be properly equipped, trip ex- penses, and other expenses will be re- tained as a small fee.

The strage part of the whole affair as reported is that the Technology men are as prone to dis- cuss the question of the students and forget that they are the same human beings.

Early in the new season, it was announced that there would be a meeting of the members of the Class of 1925, held at the time of the meeting of Walker Memorial.

Alumni Notes

When a man gives it is ended. There is a still greater work to be done after the man has given. At this matter has been attended to, and we can have no doubt that it will be paid the full value for the man and at the same time be a source of financial support to the Institute, for the rate of half the full admission fee to the Institute will be the one to be paid by the members who wish to attend. It is the duty of Institute men with regard to some of the ignorance prevalent among Institute men to again open this matter to the student to become the owner of one.